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SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Jet Black SF110101 SF110102 SF110103 SF110104 SF110105

Focus on your race performance, not your jersey. Everything holds in place due 
to its silicone bands on the back and sleeves. All necessary things can be hidden 
in a couple of practical pockets, the most valuable ones in the waterproof one.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric and ventilation panels keep you dry
 - Reflective elements on sleeves, chest, and back make you visible in the dark 

hours
 - 3 pockets in the back with one waterproof smartphone pouch

MAN MTB-XC JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
MTB.JERSEY.SS.MAN

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Olive Black SF110121 SF110122 SF110123 SF110124 SF110125

Focus on your performance, not your jersey. Everything stays in place thanks to 
its silicone bands on the back and sleeves. All necessary things can be stored in a 
couple of practical pockets, the most valuable ones in the waterproof one.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric and ventilation panels keep you dry
 - Reflective elements on sleeves, chest, and back make you visible in the dark 

hours
 - 3 pockets in the back with one waterproof smartphone pouch

MEN’S RACE FIT JERSEY WITH SHORT SLEEVE
RACE JERSEY SS MEN
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 93% Polyester, 7% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Stormy Grey SF110311 SF110312 SF110313 SF110314 SF110315

Black-Grey SF110316 SF110317 SF110318 SF110319 SF110320

Men’s trail jersey with short sleeve for every comfort & performance lover. Thanks 
to its quick-drying and breathable fabric you’ll enjoy every ride to the fullest.

BENEFITS
 - Reflexive elements on both sides to make you visible
 - Choose one of two color variations
 - Fast drying fabric
 - Trail pattern with longer sleeves for extended comfort

MEN’S TRAIL JERSEY WITH SHORT SLEEVE
TRAIL JERSEY SS MEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 93% Polyester, 7% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Jet Black SF110301 SF110302 SF110303 SF110304 SF110305

Tibetan Red SF110306 SF110307 SF110308 SF110309 SF110310

Men’s trail jersey with short sleeve for every comfort & performance lover. Thanks 
to its quick-drying and breathable fabric you’ll enjoy every ride to the fullest.

BENEFITS
 - Reflexive elements on both sides to make you visible
 - Choose one of two color variations
 - Fast drying fabric
 - Trail pattern with longer sleeves for extended comfort

MAN TRAIL JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
TRAIL.JERSEY.SS.MAN
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SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 93% Polyester, 7% Elastane 

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Grey SF111401 SF111402 SF111403 SF111404 SF111405

Men’s trail jersey with long sleeve for every comfort & performance lover. Thanks 
to its quick-drying and breathable fabric you’ll enjoy every ride to the fullest.

BENEFITS
 - Reflexive elements on both sides to make you visible
 - Fast drying fabric

MEN’S TRAIL JERSEY WITH LONG SLEEVE
TRAIL JERSEY LS MEN

WINDPROOF JACKET
WIND JACKET

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% Nylon

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black SF111201 SF111202 SF111203 SF111204 SF111205

Men’s lightweight jacket made of windproof fabric. Foldable hood into collar. 
Jacket has rear ventilation and extented back part. It’s easily foldable into small 
pocket.

BENEFITS
 - Ventilation and extented back part
 - Hood foldable into collar
 - Reflective elements make you visible in the dark hours
 - Easily foldable into small pocket
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UNISEX PRO LINER BIB SHORTS COMPATIBLE WITH RACE SHORTS
PRO LINER BIB SHORTS

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane
BIB: 90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Jet Black NF110701 NF110702 NF110703 NF110704 NF110705

Keep everything neccessary close – that’s the main purpose of our brand new 
PRO LINER BIB SHORTS underpants. Its back and side cargo pockets are perfectly 
compatible with our RACE SHORTS fake pockets so you stay fully equipped!

BENEFITS
 - Specially designed triple pocket for even more cargo
 - Practical side pockets
 - Compatible with RACE SHORTS fake pockets
 - Silicon bands hold everything in place

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 77% Nylon, 23% Elastane
Contrast material: 81% Nylon, 19% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Jet Black SF110201 SF110202 SF110203 SF110204 SF110205

These bib shorts will keep you  in maximum comfort during hard racing efforts 
or longer practice rides. Its premium materials and cushy insert are easy to fall 
in love with.

BENEFITS
 - Seamless fit shorts won’t itch anywhere
 - Reflective elements make you visible in the dark hours
 - Comfortable ergonomic insert for long trips

MEN’S RACE FIT BIB SHORTS
RACE BIB SHORTS MEN
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 94% Polyester, 6% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Jet Black SF110401 SF110402 SF110403 SF110404 SF110405

A comfortable ride is a good ride. These shorts have looser fit with refined pattern 
& cargo pockets. Don’t fear those fake ones, they’re here just to make RACE 
SHORTS compatible with our PRO LINER BIB SHORTS underpants!

BENEFITS
 - Every trail hunter must-have shorts
 - Fake pockets to access PRO LINER BIB SHORTS cargo ones
 - Compatible with PRO LINER BIB SHORTS underpats mentioned above
 - High qualitty YKK zippers

MEN´S LOOSE FIT RACE SHORTS
RACE SHORTS
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SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Carmen Violet SF110511 SF110512 SF110513 SF110514 SF110515

Maximum functionality and comfort was the main goal with this short-sleeved 
racing jersey. Specially cut for the female figure with many ventilation panels will 
make it the favorite piece of your wardrobe. Four pockets can hold a lot of cargo 
for a long trip.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric and ventilation panels keep you dry
 - Reflective elements on sleeves, chest, and back make you visible in the dark hours
 - Silicone bands on the back and sleeves hold everything in place
 - 4 pockets in the back with one waterproof smartphone pouch

WOMEN’S RACE FIT JERSEY WITH SHORT SLEEVE
RACE JERSEY SS WOMEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Jet Black SF110501 SF110502 SF110503 SF110504 SF110505

Tibetan Red SF110506 SF110507 SF110508 SF110509 SF110510

Maximum functionality and comfort was the main goal with this short-sleeved 
racing jersey. Specially cut for women’s bodies with a lot of ventilation panels will 
make it the favorite piece of your wardrobe. Four pockets can hold a lot of cargo 
for a long trip.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric and ventilation panels keep you dry
 - Reflective elements on sleeves, chest, and back make you visible in the dark hours
 - Silicone bands on the back and sleeves hold everything in place
 - 4 pockets in the back with one waterproof smartphone pouch

WOMAN MTB-XC JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
MODO JERSEY SS
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WOMEN’S TRAIL JERSEY WITH SHORT SLEEVE
TRAIL JERSEY SS WOMEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 91% Micropolyester, 9% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Carmen Violet SF111301 SF111302 SF111303 SF111304 SF111305

Women’s loose fit trail jersey from functional material. There is half front zipper 
and one rear pocket with vertical zipper where you can keep your phone or other 
belongings. Women loose MTB jersey is made from light functional material. If 
you want to go riding and look stylish, this is your ideal choice

BENEFITS
 - Reflective elemenents from both sides
 - LightMESH - Very light, quick-dry material, excellent breathability
 - Back pocket zipper
 - Short zipper in front

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 44% Polyester, 36% Nylon, 20% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Jet Black SF110601 SF110602 SF110603 SF110604 SF110605

Short racing bib shorts are made for riding fast, feeling comfortable, and looking 
good. Specially cut for the female figure including one of the most comfortable 
inserts you’ve ever tried. Elastic bibs will hold everything in place.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric keeps you dry
 - The seamless pattern just won’t scratch
 - Reflective elements make you visible in the dark hours
 - Silicone bands hold shorts in place

WOMEN’S RACE FIT BIB SHORTS
RACE BIB SHORTS WOMEN
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 94% Polyester, 6% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Black SF111501 SF111502 SF111503 SF111504 SF111505

Women’s loose fit cycling shorts are made from a light and quick-drying material. 
The shorts reach the knees, are anatomically cut and have higher waist for perfect 
fit. The shorts have adjustable waist with hook and loop strap and front zipper. 
There are also two side pockets. The cycling pad is not part of these shorts. If you 
want to look cool on or off your bike, then these shorts are a must have.

BENEFITS
 - Reflective accessories
 - Waist adjustment
 - Two side zipper pocket, zipper fastening of shorts
 - High qualitty YKK zippers

WOMEN´S LOOSE FIT RACE SHORTS
RACE SHORTS WOMEN

FULL FINGER GLOVES
RACE GLOVES FF

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 60% Nylon, 40% Polyester
Palm material: 100% Polyester

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black SF110801 SF110802 SF110803 SF110804 SF110805

Your hands will be in heaven in these racing gloves. If you choose the correct size  
it won’t cringe, curl or press you nowhere thanks to its perfect cut. Thumb and 
index finger are touch screen-friendly, no need to take them off when taking a pic  
on your ride.

BENEFITS
 - Thumb and index finger with touch screen function
 - Covers whole fingers, suitable for all-weather rides
 - The cut is designed according to a hand holding bars
 - Made of breathable yet rough material that can withstand a few crashes & falls
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SHORT FINGER GLOVES
RACE GLOVES SF

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 80% Polyester, 20% Nylon
Palm material: 100% Polyester

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black SF111001 SF111002 SF111003 SF111004 SF111005

Durable and lightweight short finger gloves are equipped with ergonomically 
shaped memory foam padding which helps absorb most of the shocks during 
your bike ride. Microfiber thumb area and velcro closure.

BENEFITS
 - Memory foam helps absorb shocks
 - Ergonomic fit is a crucial thing
 - Microfiber thumb for forehead sweat
 - Easy & secure velcro closure

WINTER GLOVES LONG FINGER
WINTER RACE GLOVES LF

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 58% Nylon, 42% Polyurethan

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black SF111101 SF111102 SF111103 SF111104 SF111105

Winter gloves are made of breathable and windproof material suitable for 
temperatures around 5°C. Gloves with their longer cut provide better wrist 
protection. Palm area is made of durable synthetic leather with ergonomically 
shaped foam padding which reduces pressure in palm area. Touch screen friendly 
thumb allows you to take pictures or answer phone calls. Pre-curved fit with 
silicone reinforcement of fingers for a better grip. Velcro strap on wristband.

BENEFITS
 - Wind & water resistant for riding in winter conditions
 - Longer cut for better wrist protection
 - No need to take them off thanks to smartphone friendly fingertips
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COMFORTABLE SUPERIOR HOODED SWEATSHIRT
SUPERIOR RACE HOODIE

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 80% Combed Cotton, 20% Polyester, Weight: 280 g/m2

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

Black SF112101 SF112102 SF112103 SF112104 SF112105 SF112106

Comfortable hooded sweatshirt made of 80% ring-spun combed cotton / 20% 
Polyester. Ultrasoft feel 100% cotton-faced fabric with ultimate printed graphic, 
brushed inside for a perfect warm and cosy premium feel. Truly durable and 
ultracomfortable thanks to B&C PST technology and its polyester filament.

BENEFITS
 - Single Jersey lined hood for extra durability and perfect appearance
 - Flat laced drawstings with luxurious metal tips
 - High quality long-lasting necktape

UNISEX T-SHIRT WITH SUPERIOR GRAPHIC 100% COTTON
SUPERIOR RACE T-SHIRT

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton, Weight: 190 g/m2

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

Black SF111911 SF111901 SF111902 SF111903 SF111904 SF111905

Grey Melange SF111912 SF111906 SF111907 SF111908 SF111909 SF111910

Elegant and comfortable Superior round neck unisex T-shirt. Set yourself up for 
a Monday meeting or weekend date night with limited Superior design T-shirt.

BENEFITS
 - 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton
 - Reinforced neck tape
 - Soft touch
 - Limited Superior design
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CLASSIC SUPERIOR SNAPBACK CAP
SUPERIOR RACE CAP

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% Cotton

PRODUCT CODE

Black SF112001

Park up under your favorite tree and enjoy the sunshine in this classic 5-panel 
snapback with an embroidered Superior race ready patch graphic. Original 
FLEXFIT Classics® 5-Panel Cotton Twill Snapback cap features the connected front 
panel.

BENEFITS
 - Original FLEXFIT Classic snapback cap for a clean look that gets better with age
 - Hard buckram for long durability
 - Matching plastic snapback closure for easy fitting

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 80% Polypropylene, 15% Lycra, 5% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S (EU 35-38) M (EU 39-42) L (EU 43-45)

Black-White SF112201 SF112202 SF112203

Black-Red-White SF112204 SF112205 SF112206

Fuchsia Purple SF112207 SF112208

High knee cycling socks with reflective stripe are made from a thin functional material. 
They are anatomically shaped and thickened in the heel and toe area. The socks are 
20 cm high. The used material helps wick away the moisture and cools the feet down.  
We recommend combining these socks with other clothes from our apparel line.

BENEFITS
 - Reflective stripe for better visibility
 - Anatomically shaped heel and toe area for better fit
 - Functional material helps wich away the moisture
 - Unique design fits other products from line

COMFORTABLE AND BREATHABLE SUPERIOR LONG CYCLING SOCKS
LONG CYCLING SOCKS
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SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

White-Black RF110111 RF110112 RF110113 RF110114 RF110115

Focus on your performance, not your jersey. Everything stays in place thanks to 
its silicone bands on the back and sleeves. All necessary things can be stored in a 
couple of practical pockets, the most valuable ones in the waterproof one.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric and ventilation panels keep you dry
 - Reflective elements on sleeves, chest, and back make you visible in the dark hours
 - 3 pockets in the back with one waterproof smartphone pouch

MEN’S RACE FIT JERSEY WITH SHORT SLEEVE
RACE JERSEY SS MEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 80% polyester, 20% nylon

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Grey RF110101 RF110102 RF110103 RF110104 RF110105

Black-Green RF110106 RF110107 RF110108 RF110109 RF110110

Focus on your race performance, not your jersey. Everything holds in place due  
to its silicone bands on the back and sleeves. All necessary things can be hidden 
in a couple of practical pockets, the most valuable ones in the waterproof one.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric and ventilation panels keep you dry
 - Reflective elements on sleeves, chest, and back make you visible in the dark hours
 - 3 pockets in the back with one waterproof smartphone pouch

MAN MTB-XC JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
MTB.JERSEY.SS.MAN
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 93% Polyester, 7% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black Night Grey RF110311 RF110312 RF110313 RF110314 RF110315

Black-Grey-Green RF110316 RF110317 RF110318 RF110319 RF110320

Sunrise Red RF110321 RF110322 RF110323 RF110324 RF110325
Charcoul Black-
Grey RF110326 RF110327 RF110328 RF110329 RF110330

Men’s trail jersey with short sleeve for every comfort & performance lover. Thanks 
to its quick-drying and breathable fabric you’ll enjoy every ride to the fullest. 
Choose one of 4 color variations.

BENEFITS
 - Reflexive elements on both sides to make you visible
 - Fast drying fabric
 - Trail pattern with longer sleeves for extended comfort

MEN’S TRAIL JERSEY WITH SHORT SLEEVE
TRAIL JERSEY SS MEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 93% Polyester, 7% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Grey RF110301 RF110302 RF110303 RF110304 RF110305

Black-Green RF110306 RF110307 RF110308 RF110309 RF110310

Men’s trail jersey with short sleeve for every comfort & performance lover. Thanks 
to its quick-drying and breathable fabric you’ll enjoy every ride to the fullest. 
Choose one of 4 color variations.

BENEFITS
 - Reflexive elements on both sides to make you visible
 - Fast drying fabric
 - Trail pattern with longer sleeves for extended comfort

MAN TRAIL JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
TRAIL.JERSEY.SS.MAN
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SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 93% Polyester, 7% Elastane 

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Grey RF111401 RF111402 RF111403 RF111404 RF111405

Men’s trail jersey with long sleeve for every comfort & performance lover. Thanks 
to its quick-drying and breathable fabric you’ll enjoy every ride to the fullest.

BENEFITS
 - Reflexive elements on both sides to make you visible
 - Fast drying fabric

MEN’S TRAIL JERSEY WITH LONG SLEEVE
TRAIL JERSEY LS MEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% Nylon

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black RF111201 RF111202 RF111203 RF111204 RF111205

Men’s lightweight jacket made of windproof fabric. Foldable hood into collar. 
Jacket has rear ventilation and extented back part. It’s easily foldable into small 
pocket.

BENEFITS
 - Ventilation and extented back part
 - Hood foldable into collar
 - Reflective elements make you visible in the dark hours
 - Easily foldable into small pocket

WINDPROOF JACKET
WIND JACKET
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UNISEX PRO LINER BIB SHORTS COMPATIBLE WITH RACE SHORTS
PRO LINER BIB SHORTS

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane
BIB: 90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Jet Black NF110701 NF110702 NF110703 NF110704 NF110705

Keep everything neccessary close – that’s the main purpose of our brand new 
PRO LINER BIB SHORTS underpants. Its back and side cargo pockets are perfectly 
compatible with our RACE SHORTS fake pockets so you stay fully equipped!

BENEFITS
 - Specially designed triple pocket for even more cargo
 - Practical side pockets
 - Compatible with RACE SHORTS fake pockets
 - Silicon bands hold everything in place

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 77% Nylon, 23% Elastane
Contrast material: 81% Nylon, 19% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Jet Black RF110201 RF110202 RF110203 RF110204 RF110205

These bib shorts will keep you in maximum comfort during hard racing efforts 
or longer practice rides. Its premium materials and cushy insert are easy to fall 
in love with.

BENEFITS
 - Seamless fit shorts won’t itch anywhere
 - Reflective elements make you visible in the dark hours
 - Comfortable ergonomic insert for long trips

MEN’S RACE FIT BIB SHORTS
RACE BIB SHORTS MEN
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 94% Polyester, 6% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Jet Black RF110401 RF110402 RF110403 RF110404 RF110405

A comfortable ride is a good ride. These shorts have looser fit with refined 
pattern & cargo pockets. Don’t fear those fake ones, they’re here just to make 
RACE SHORTS compatible with our PRO LINER BIB SHORTS underpants! Every trail 
hunter must-have shorts!

BENEFITS
 - Fake pockets to access PRO LINER BIB SHORTS cargo ones
 - Compatible with PRO LINER BIB SHORTS underpats mentioned above
 - High qualitty YKK zippers

MEN´S LOOSE FIT RACE SHORTS
RACE SHORTS

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 94% Polyester, 6% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Black RF111501 RF111502 RF111503 RF111504 RF111505

Women’s loose fit cycling shorts are made from a light and quick-drying material. 
The shorts reach the knees, are anatomically cut and have higher waist for perfect 
fit. The shorts have adjustable waist with hook and loop strap and front zipper. 
There are also two side pockets. The cycling pad is not part of these shorts. If you 
want to look cool on or off your bike, then these shorts are a must have.

BENEFITS
 - Reflective accessories
 - Waist adjustment
 - Two side zipper pocket, zipper fastening of shorts
 - High qualitty YKK zippers

WOMEN´S LOOSE FIT RACE SHORTS
RACE SHORTS WOMEN
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WOMEN’S RACE FIT JERSEY WITH SHORT SLEEVE
RACE JERSEY SS WOMEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Light Blue RF110511 RF110512 RF110513 RF110514 RF110515

Maximum functionality and comfort was the main goal with this short-sleeved 
racing jersey. Specially cut for the female figure with many ventilation panels will 
make it the favorite piece of your wardrobe. Four pockets can hold a lot of cargo 
for a long trip.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric and ventilation panels keep you dry
 - Reflective elements on sleeves, chest, and back make you visible in the dark hours
 - Silicone bands on the back and sleeves hold everything in place
 - 4 pockets in the back with one waterproof smartphone pouch

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Black-Blue RF110501 RF110502 RF110503 RF110504 RF110505

Maximum functionality and comfort was the main goal with this short-sleeved 
racing jersey. Specially cut for women’s bodies with a lot of ventilation panels will 
make it the favorite piece of your wardrobe. Four pockets can hold a lot of cargo 
for a long trip.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric and ventilation panels keep you dry
 - Reflective elements on sleeves, chest, and back make you visible in the dark hours
 - Silicone bands on the back and sleeves hold everything in place
 - 4 pockets in the back with one waterproof smartphone pouch

WOMAN MTB-XC JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
WOMEM JERSEY SS
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WOMEN’S TRAIL JERSEY WITH SHORT SLEEVE
TRAIL JERSEY SS WOMEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 91% Micropolyester, 9% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Purple Berry RF111301 RF111302 RF111303 RF111304 RF111305

Deep Blue RF111306 RF111307 RF111308 RF111309 RF111310

Women’s loose fit trail jersey from functional material. There is half front zipper 
and one rear pocket with vertical zipper where you can keep your phone or other 
belongings. Women loose MTB jersey is made from light functional material. If 
you want to go riding and look stylish, this is your ideal choice

BENEFITS
 - Reflective elemenents from both sides
 - LightMESH - Very light, quick-dry material, excellent breathability
 - Back pocket zipper
 - Short zipper in front

WOMEN’S RACE FIT BIB SHORTS
RACE BIB SHORTS WOMEN

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 44% Polyester, 36% Nylon, 20% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL

Jet Black RF110601 RF110602 RF110603 RF110604 RF110605

Short racing bib shorts are made for riding fast, feeling comfortable, and looking 
good. Specially cut for the female figure including one of the most comfortable 
inserts you’ve ever tried. Elastic bibs will hold everything in place.

BENEFITS
 - Breathable fabric keeps you dry
 - The seamless pattern just won’t scratch
 - Reflective elements make you visible in the dark hours
 - Silicone bands hold shorts in place
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FULL FINGER GLOVES
RACE GLOVES FF

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 80% Polyester, 20% Nylon
Palm material: 100% Polyester

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Grey RF110911 RF110912 RF110913 RF110914 RF110915

Khakki-Orange-Black RF110916 RF110917 RF110918 RF110919 RF110920

Black-Grey-Green RF110921 RF110922 RF110923 RF110924 RF110925

Your hands will be in heaven in these racing gloves. If you choose the correct size  
it won’t cringe, curl or press you nowhere thanks to its perfect cut. Thumb and 
index finger are touch screen-friendly, no need to take them off when taking a pic  
on your ride.

BENEFITS
 - Thumb and index finger with touch screen function
 - Covers whole fingers, suitable for all-weather rides
 - The cut is designed according to a hand holding bars
 - Made of breathable yet rough material that can withstand a few crashes & falls

SPECIFICATIONS
Main Material: 80% Polyester, 20% Nylon
Palm Material: 100% Polyester

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black RF110901 RF110902 RF110903 RF110904 RF110905

Khakki-Black RF110906 RF110907 RF110908 RF110909 RF110910

Your hands will be in heaven in these racing gloves. If you choose the correct size  
it won’t cringe, curl or press you nowhere thanks to its perfect cut. Thumb and 
index finger are touch sceen-friendly, no need to taking them off when taking a pic  
on your ride.

BENEFITS
 - Covers whole fingers, suitable for all-weather rides
 - The cut is designed according to a hand holding bars
 - Made of breathable yet rough material that can stand a few crashes & falls

FULL FINGER GLOVES
RACE GLOVES FF
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SHORT FINGER GLOVES
RACE GLOVES SF

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 80% Polyester, 20% Nylon
Palm material: 100% Polyester

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Grey RF111011 RF111012 RF111013 RF111014 RF111015

Khakki-Orange-Black RF111021 RF111022 RF111023 RF111024 RF111025

Blue-Purple RF111027 RF111028 RF111029

Durable and lightweight short finger gloves are equipped with ergonomically 
shaped memory foam padding which helps absorb most of the shocks during 
your bike ride. Microfiber thumb area and velcro closure.

BENEFITS
 - Memory foam helps absorb shocks
 - Ergonomic fit is a crucial thing
 - Microfiber thumb for forehead sweat
 - Easy & secure velcro closure

SHORT FINGER GLOVES
RACE GLOVES SF

SPECIFICATIONS
Main Material: 80% Polyester, 20% Nylon
Palm Material: 100% Polyester

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Grey RF111001 RF111002 RF111003 RF111004 RF111005

Black-Green RF111006 RF111007 RF111008 RF111009 RF111010

Durable and lightweight short finger gloves  are equipped with ergonomically 
shaped memory foam padding which helps to absorb most of the shocks during 
your bike ride. Microfiber thumb area and velcro closure.

BENEFITS
 - Memory foam helps to absorb shocks
 - Ergonomic fit is crucial thing
 - Microfiber thumb for forehead sweat
 - Easy & secure velcro closure
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WINTER GLOVES LONG FINGER 
WINTER RACE GLOVES LF

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 100% Polyester
Contrast material: 58% Nylon, 42% Polyurethan

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Grey RF111101 RF111102 RF111103 RF111104 RF111105

Black-Green RF111106 RF111107 RF111108 RF111109 RF111110

Winter gloves are made of breathable and windproof material suitable for 
temperatures around 5°C. Gloves with their longer cut provide better wrist 
protection. Palm area is made of durable synthetic leather with ergonomically 
shaped foam padding which reduces pressure in palm area. Touch screen friendly 
thumb allows you to take pictures or answer phone calls. Pre-curved fit with 
silicone reinforcement of fingers for a better grip. Velcro strap on wristband.

BENEFITS
 - Wind & water resistant for riding in winter conditions
 - Longer cut for better wrist protection
 - No need to take them off thanks to smartphone friendly fingertips

MEN’S TRAIL SHIRT
TRAIL SHIRT

SPECIFICATIONS
Main material: 65% Polyester, 35% Rayon, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL XXL

Black-Blue RF111601 RF111602 RF111603 RF111604 RF111605

For those days when shredding the forest trail, cutting wood, making 
spreadsheets, riding bike or cooking dinner could all happen in the same Rock 
Machine flannel shirt. Men’s technical trail flannel shirt with front and rear built in 
pocket. Reflective elements from both sides for better visibility.

BENEFITS
 - Shirt for riding trails, town days and weekend fun alike 
 - Made of breatable and durable technical material 
 - Modern fit with chest and rear built in pocket
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COMFORTABLE ROCK MACHINE HOODED SWEATSHIRT WITH KIKI HAVLICKA GRAPHIC
RM HOODIE

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 80% Combed Cotton, 20% Polyester, Weight: 280 g/m2

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

Black RF112101 RF112102 RF112103 RF112104 RF112105 RF112106

Comfortable hooded sweatshirt with one of a kind graphic design from Kiki 
Havlicka, made of 80% ring-spun combed cotton / 20% Polyester. Ultrasoft feel 
100% cotton-faced fabric with ultimate printed graphic, brushed inside for a 
perfect warm and cosy premium feel. Truly durable and ultracomfortable thanks 
to B&C PST technology and its polyester filament.

BENEFITS
 - Single Jersey lined hood for extra durability and perfect appearance
 - Flat laced drawstings with luxurious metal tips
 - High quality long-lasting necktape

UNISEX T-SHIRT WITH RM WAVE GRAPHIC 100% COTTON

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton, Weight: 190 g/m2

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

Olive Green RF111901 RF111902 RF111903 RF111904 RF111905

Black-Violet-Silver RF111941 RF111906 RF111907 RF111908 RF111909 RF111910

Stylish and comfortable Rock Machine round neck unisex T-shirt. Set yourself up 
for a Monday meeting or weekend date night with limited RM design T-shirt.

BENEFITS
 - 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton
 - Reinforced neck tape
 - Soft touch
 - Limited RM design

RM WAVE T-SHIRT
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton, Weight: 190 g/m2

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

Black-Night Grey RF111942 RF111911 RF111912 RF111913 RF111914 RF111915

Sunrise Red RF111916 RF111917 RF111918 RF111919 RF111920

Stylish and comfortable Rock Machine round neck unisex T-shirt. Set yourself up 
for a Monday meeting or weekend date night with limited RM design T-shirt.

BENEFITS
 - 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton
 - Reinforced neck tape
 - Soft touch
 - Limited RM design

UNISEX T-SHIRT WITH RM SUNSET/SUNRISE GRAPHIC 100% COTTON
RM SUNSET/SUNRISE T-SHIRT

RM T-SHIRT
UNISEX T-SHIRT WITH RM GRAPHIC 100% COTTON

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton, Weight: 190 g/m2

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

Black RF111943 RF111921 RF111922 RF111923 RF111924 RF111925

Stylish and comfortable Rock Machine round neck unisex T-shirt. Set yourself up 
for a Monday meeting or weekend date night with limited RM design T-shirt.

BENEFITS
 - 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton
 - Reinforced neck tape
 - Soft touch
 - Limited RM design
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UNISEX T-SHIRT WITH KIKI HAVLICKA GRAPHIC 100% COTTON
RM KIKI HAVLICKA T-SHIRT

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton, Weight: 190 g/m2

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

Black RF111945 RF111931 RF111932 RF111933 RF111934 RF111935

Grey Melange RF111946 RF111936 RF111937 RF111938 RF111939 RF111940

Stylish and comfortable Rock Machine round neck unisex T-shirt. Unique trail 
graphic made by Kristina Havlicka.

BENEFITS
 - 100% semi-combed Ringspun cotton
 - Reinforced neck tape
 - Soft touch
 - Limited RM design

CLASSIC ROCK MACHINE SNAPBACK CAP WITH PREMIUM WOOL BLEND FABRIC
RM LOGO CAP

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 80% Acrylic, 20% Wool
SIZES OSFA (6 5/8” - 7 5/8”)

PRODUCT CODE

Black-Grey RF112001 Dark Grey RF112002

The Rock Machine YP Classics® Premium Snapback cap is sure to become your 
favourite accessory. Match it with any attire for an elevated street style. Made with 
premium wool-blend fabric. Match it with any attire for an elevated street style.

BENEFITS
 - Original FLEXFIT Classic snapback cap for a clean look that gets better  

with age
 - Hard buckram for long durability
 - Matching plastic snapback closure for easy fitting
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton

PRODUCT CODE

Charcoal Black RF112003

The YP Classics® Classic Trucker cap gives you room to breathe even during high-
sweat activities. The cap offers maximum ventilation and sweat control with 
premium mesh panels in a classic trucker cap to capture both style and comfort.

BENEFITS
 - Classic trucker cap with premium mesh panels for proper ventilation 
 - Original FLEXFIT construction of hard buckram for long life service
 - Durable plastic snapback closure for easy fitting

CLASSIC ROCK MACHINE TRUCKER CAP WITH PREMIUM MESH PANELS
RM IN TRAIL WE TRUST CAP

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 80% Polypropylene, 15% Lycra, 5% Elastane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S (EU 35-38) M (EU 39-42) L (EU 43-45)

Black-Grey RF112201 RF112202 RF112203

Black-Grey-Green RF112204 RF112205 RF112206

Blue-Light Blue RF112207 RF112208

Blue-Purple RF112210 RF112211

High knee cycling socks with reflective stripe are made from a thin functional  
material. They are anatomically shaped and thickened in the heel and toe area.  
The socks are 20 cm high. The used material helps wick away the moisture and 
cools the feet down. We recommend combining these socks with other clothes 
from our apparel line.

BENEFITS
 - Reflective stripe for better visibility
 - Anatomically shaped heel and toe area for better fit
 - Functional material helps wich away the moisture
 - Unique design fits other products from line

COMFORTABLE AND BREATHABLE ROCK MACHINE LONG CYCLING SOCKS
LONG CYCLING SOCKS
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OVERSHOES/OVERBOOTS WARMERS
OVERSHOES WARMERS

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:  50% Polyester, 50% Polyurethane
SW PROTECT - polyester material with PU coating, water and snow protection
W-Proof - water-proof, breathable and wind-resistant Membrane

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE 37/38 39/40 41/42 43/44 45/46

Black NF111701 NF111702 NF111703 NF111704 NF111705

Thin cycling overshoes warmers are made from elastic waterproof material. 
Thanks to the elasticity of the used material, they fit each shoe perfectly. There is 
zip closure at the back and hook-and-loop safety lock at the top. The overshoes 
are provided with elastic upper hem, reflective elements and reinforced toes and 
heels. Great protection for your feet from wet and cold in temperatures around 
10°C.

BENEFITS
 - Reflective elements
 - Waterproof zipper
 - Durable heel and toe section

ARM WARMERS
ARM WARMERS

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:  87% Polyamide, 13% Elastane
POWERterm - insulated material with fleece on the inner side, efficient for sweat 
removal and heat Insulation

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL

Black NF111706 NF111707 NF111708 NF111709

Thermal and elastic cycling arm warmers. These arm warmers are made from super 
soft material with brushed inside, which enhances breathability, lightness and 
thermal isolation. Elastic fibre ensures shape stability and high elasticity. There 
are reflective elements, flat seams and non-slip silicon strap. We recommend 
packing these arm warmers for trips should the weather be unpredictable. Arms 
are the first place where you will feel cold.

BENEFITS
 - Silicone slip resistant strip
 - Reflective accessories
 - Flat lock seam
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LEG WARMERS
LEG WARMERS

SPECIFICATIONS
Material:  87% Polyamide, 13% Elastane
POWERterm - insulated material with fleece on the inner side, efficient for sweat 
removal and heat Insulation

PRODUCT CODE

COLOR / SIZE S M L XL

Black NF111711 NF111712 NF111713 NF111714

Thermal and elastic cycling leg warmers. They are equipped with non-slip 
silicon grippers to stay in place, reflective elements and zipper at the lower part 
of each leg. We recommend to pack leg warmers with you on a trip should the 
temperatures drop but it is not too cold to wear tights yet.

BENEFITS
 - Bottom edge leg zipper
 - Reflective accessories
 - Silicone slip resistant strip
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Helmet without logo

product code AU050107

Helmet with ONE Bikeparts logo

product code NF050107

Helmet with Rock Machine logo

product code RF050107

Helmet with Superior logo

product code SF050107
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: EPS, Certified according to EN 1078:2012+A1:2012

SIZE
M (55-58) CM, L (58-61) CM

COLOR
Black-Grey, Black-Red, Black-Green, Black-Khaki

Style, protection, and ventilation. These are the main reasons why you should 
consider this MTB TRAIL PRO helmet no matter what terrain you ride. Its robust 
construction with extended back will protect your coconut even when hitting  
a palm tree directly. The design is on point with our bikes and jerseys. So unless 
you fly over the handlebars often, you’ll always look like the king/queen of the 
trails!

BENEFITS
 - Robust helmet with extended back construction
 - Great ventilation during hot summer days
 - The design fits our bikes and jerseys

TRAIL PRO HELMET
TRAIL PRO

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: EPS, Certified according to EN 1078:2012+A1:2012

SIZE
M (54-58) CM, L (58-61) CM

COLOR
Black-Grey, Black-Green, Black-Khaki

TRAIL is a full coverage helmet ideal for all-mountain riders who demand superior 
protection in hard conditions. Hardshell feature protection in impact areas giving 
riders the confidence they need to charge harder.

BENEFITS
 - Robust helmet with extended back construction
 - Hard as a rock due to Harshell technology
 - Great ventilation during hot summer days
 - Stylish colour variations

TRAIL HELMET
TRAIL

https://onebikeparts.eu/en/product/60
https://onebikeparts.eu/en/product/61
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MTB-XC HELMET

MTB SPORT HELMET
MTB SPORT

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: EPS, Certified according to EN 1078:2012+A1:2012

SIZE
S/M (54-58), M/L (57-61) CM

COLOR
Black, Grey, Green, Blue

MTB SPORT is a great shell for mountain bikers looking for a stylish, great fitting 
piece. Helmet features extended coverage on the back of the head for additional 
protection, internal air channels and 24 vents to keep riders cool. Easy-fit adjusting 
system makes for a secure and comfortable fit.

BENEFITS
 - Great stifness for protection in case of accident
 - Big vents for a cool ride
 - Vertical and horizontal adjusting system

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: EPS, Certified according to EN 1078:2012+A1:2012

SIZE
S/M (54-58) CM, M/L (57-61) CM

COLOR
Black-Grey, Grey-White, Green-Black, Red-White

MTB RACE helmet meets racers’ needs without any compromises, provides all the 
features you could want in a lightweight and stylish package. Easy-fit adjusting 
system ensures a secure and comfortable fit.

BENEFITS
 - Lightweight helmet for XC races and practises
 - Big vents for a cool ride
 - Vertical and horizontal adjusting system
 - Great stiffness for protection in case of accident

MTB RACE
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material: EPS, Certified according to EN 1078:2012+A1:2012

SIZE
S/M (52-58) CM, M/L (57-61) CM

COLOR
Black-Grey, Petrol Blue

CROSSRIDE is the e-bike helmet for a clean, modern look and urban-friendly 
cruising. Compatible with R.LIGHT 50 for extra safety during night trips.

BENEFITS
 - Whole-piece construction for protection and style
 - Stylish visor and colors
 - Compatible with our R.LIGHT 50

URBAN HELMET
CROSSRIDE
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MTB YOUTH HELMET

MTB CHILDREN HELMET

F.L.Y.

RACER

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: EPS, Certified according to EN 1078:2012+A1:2012

SIZE
XS/S (48-52) CM, S/M (52-56) CM

COLOR
Blue, Green, Red, Pink, Purple

Even the smallest racer has to know the basics. RACER is designed to keep up  
with today’s young chargers. It helps kids enjoy their first rides well equipped  
with rear coverage and durable construction. Style matters - helmet comes in cool 
bright colours.

BENEFITS
 - The first real helmet for beginner riders
 - Robust construction ensures sufficient protection
 - Highly visible colorful themes

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: EPS, Certified according to EN 1078:2012+A1:2012

SIZE
XXS/XS (47-52) CM, XS/S (52-56) CM

COLOR
Khaki-Black, Blue-Purple, Blue-Light Blue, Green-Black

Got a little trail hunter at home? F.L.Y. youth helmet is a smaller sister of our TRAIL 
PRO. It delivers fit, function, safety and style. It offers the latest in head protection 
technology, an easy to adjust fit system, and 13 vents for breathability. Ready for 
anything the trail throws your way.

BENEFITS
 - The little sister of our top model TRAIL PRO
 - Great stiffness for the safety of our kids
 - Nice padding and 13 thoroughly placed vents
 - Adjusting system every kid can handle





Water-resistant set of 2PCS pannier bags with mounted AVS system. Bag is very easy 
to click on and off the rack to the smart function. Possibility to add a Top Carrier 
Bag RC.BAG 20 to the system for more luggage allowance. Reflective badge with 
possibility to attach a small lamp. 3 inner pockets for small stuff and laptop up to 14 
inches. Set contain: 2 side bags and double AVS console compatible with RC.BAG 20.

BENEFITS
 - AVS bracket system for quick release
 - Pair it with RC.BAG 20 top bag to increase volume
 - 3 internal pockets for small things and a water bottle
 - Reflective badge for better visibility
 - Inner laptop case

SPECIFICATIONS
Dim: W33 x H37 x D12 cm, Total height: 47 cm, Volume 25 L
Max cargo weight: 30 kg

PRODUCT CODE
NF011001

Water-resistant top tube bag which is easy to mount into mounting holes on top 
tube. Standard water bottle cage spacing, 64 mm. The bag is equipped with a top 
transparent pocket for a map or a smartphone  up to 7 inches. DM.BAG 40 is a handy 
addition to bikepacking kit – or any bike luggage setup for that matter. 
It’s an ideal storage for belongings like mobile phones, snacks, jackets, and small 
items. It makes a great accessory for day-long explorations too. Reflective side stripe 
and waterproof zippers. 

BENEFITS
 - Up to 7” smartphone or map pouch on the top
 - Water-resistant with waterproof zippers
 - Mounting directly on the frame

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements
Dim: W30 x H11 x D10 cm, Volume 2,5 L

PRODUCT CODE
NF011101

SIDE CARRIER BAGS WITH ATRAN VELO QR SYSTEM

DIRECT MOUNT TOP TUBE BAG

RC.BAGS 30 WITH AVS

DM.BAG 40

A top rear carrier bag with pre-mounted AVS quick release bracket. The bag is very 
easy just to click on and off the rack, thanks to this smart function. Possibility to add it 
on top together with RC.BAG 30 side panniers system for more luggage. Expandable 
side pockets increase functional volume. Straps on top for additional load. Carrying 
strap + handgrip strap.

BENEFITS
 - AVS bracket system for quick release
 - Pair it with SC.BAG 30 side panniers to increase volume
 - Expandable side pockets for even more room
 - Straps on top for an extra load

SPECIFICATIONS
Dim: W33 x H20 x D16 cm, Extra bags: W26 x H26 x 6 cm, Volume: 10,5 L + 8 L
Weight: 880 g incl system

PRODUCT CODE
NF011201

TOP CARRIER BAG WITH ATRAN VELO QR SYSTEM
RC.BAG 20 WITH AVS
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Simplicity and a really massive volume are the main features of this bike bag. Pack 
all your equipment into it with ease, including tools, spare tube, energy bar or a 
different snack. Your pocket money for lunch and beer at your destination stays dry 
thanks to water resistant construction.

BENEFITS
 - Great volume of 700 ml
 - Perfect fixation with “micro velcro” straps
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow usage during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
NF010101

This so-called “pinty” will comfortably contain all yor equipment, including tools, 
spare tube, energy bar or a different snack. Its water resistand construction will keep 
everything inside super dry so you can focus on the ride.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation with “micro velcro” straps
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow usage during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
NF010201

This so-called “pinty” will comfortably contain all your equipment, including tools, 
spare tube, energy bar or a different snack. Water resistant construction will hold 
everything dry as a bone. Fixation with “Quick release” system comes to hand if you 
ride more than one bicycle. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessary
 - Perfect fixation with “Quick release” system
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow usage during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility
 - Suitable for dropper seatpost

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements
Plastic Quick release system, Stainless steel screws

PRODUCT CODE
NF010301

SADDLE BAG

SADDLE BAG

SADDLE BAG WITH QR SYSTEM

S.BAG 50 L

S.BAG 50 M

S.BAG 50 M.QR
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If speed is your best friend, grab this EVA foam padded aero pocket. Everything 
necessary fits in with ease. Don’t lose your keys, secure in on the eyelet. Fasten the 
bag to your seatpost with rubber band and just go! Works with dropper seatposts.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 600 ml is more than you need
 - Perfect fixation with rubber band
 - Aero shape for less air resistance
 - Reflective elements for better visibility
 - Suitable for dropper seatpost

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from EVA FOAM, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements, Silicone strap

PRODUCT CODE
NF010401

This top tube bag’s main feature is a transparent window for your smartphone. With 
its volume of 700 ml it also has a plenty of room for a powerbank, tools and a little 
snack. Water resistant construction and zippers will hold everything dry as a bone so 
you can focus on the ride.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 700 ml for all your gadgets and tools
 - Transparent window fits up to 6,5“ smartphones
 - Perfect fixation with “micro velcro” straps
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow usage during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
NF010501

Road racers, XC and gravel riders love this aero-shaped bag with a quick access mesh 
pocket on the side for an energy bar or gel. With its volume it seals everything with 
ease, including tools, spare tube, energy bar or different snack. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessary
 - Perfect fixation with ”micro velcro” straps
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow to ride during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
NF010601

SADDLE BAG

TOPTUBE BAG

TOPTUBE BAG

S.BAG 30 L

TT.BAG 50

TT.BAG 30
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Road racers, XC and gravel riders love this aero-shaped bag with a quick access from 
both sides. Bag can be mounted as top tube bag and frame bag into frame rivet 
mount. With its volume it seals everything with ease, including tools, spare tube, 
energy bar or a different snack.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 850 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation ONLY with screws
 - 2 zippers for easy entrance
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow riding during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
NF011301
 

MEDIUM SIZE MULTI PURPOSE TOP TUBE OR DOWN TUBE BAG
UPSIDE DOWN BAG 20

Road racers, XC and gravel riders love this aero-shaped bag with a quick access from 
both sides. Bag can be mounted as top tube bag and frame bag into frame rivet 
mounts. With its volume it seals everything with ease, including tools, spare tube, 
energy bar or a different snack.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 600 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation ONLY with screws
 - 2 zippers for easy entrance
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow riding during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
NF011401

SMALL SIZE MULTI PURPOSE TOP TUBE OR DOWN TUBE BAG
UPSIDE DOWN BAG 10

This frame bag is just perfect for some longer trips. Water resistant construction and 
zippers will keep your snack, smartphone, tools and spare tube dry and there will still 
be plenty of space for a souvenir from your ride.

BENEFITS
 - Frame bag with volume of 850 ml seals just everything
 - Perfect fixation with “micro velcro” straps
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow to ride during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
NF010701

FRAME BAG
F.BAG 30
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Alloy tube rear carrier with Atran Velo QR system, the diameter of alloy tubes 14 mm, 
with stainless spring clamp and bolts. Fits 24”-29” frame. Multi-adjustable. 
New powerful carrier for big cargo with great durability and stylishly compatible 
with all AVS bags.

BENEFITS
 - Lightweight yet durable rear carrier
 - Atran Velo system compatible
 - Fits wheels with diameter of 24”-29”

SPECIFICATIONS
Max cargo weight: 30 kg
Weight of carrier: 675 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF190101

Alloy tube quick release rear carrier with Atran Velo system. Stainless spring, 
clamp & bolts. Easy seatpost mounting with quick release.

BENEFITS
 - Lightweight yet durable rear carrier
 - Mounting directly on seatpost with diameter of 25-36 mm
 - Atran Velo system compatible

SPECIFICATIONS
Max cargo weight: 10 kg
Carrier weight: 695 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF190201

Narrow and sporty carrier with oversized alloy tube with quick release rear carrier 
with Atran Velo system. Stainless spring clamp. With adjustable front fixation hidden 
under the plastic cover. Stable carrier with great durability. Fits 29” wheel bikes. 

BENEFITS
 - Very durable rear carrier
 - Atran Velo system compatible
 - Fits wheels with diameter of 29”

SPECIFICATIONS
Max cargo weight: 27 kg
Weight: 610 g, Fits 29” wheel bikes

PRODUCT CODE
NF190301

REAR CARRIER WITH ATRAN VELO QR SYSTEM

QUICK RELEASE REAR CARRIER WITH ATRAN VELO QR SYSTEM

REAR CARRIER WITH ATRAN VELO QR SYSTEM

R.CARRIER 30 WITH AVS

QR.CARRIER 10 WITH AVS

R.CARRIER 20 WITH AVS
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Rear carrier adaptor with atran Velo QR system which helps to upgrade standard 
carrier to AVS compatible. Alloy adaptor for mounting on any standard carrier.

BENEFITS
 - Includes all fixation parts

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 550 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF190401

REAR CARRIER ADAPTOR WITH ATRAN VELO QR SYSTEM
CARRIER ADAPTOR 10
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This front light shines so bright any driver could envy you. Almost like car halogen, 
with its 1000 lumens provides a plenty of light for a long time thanks to its strong 
rechargeable batteries which can be used as a powerbank. Its construction is made 
for rough days and rainy rides. Bicycle Rechargeable Front Light 2 Super Bright LED.

BENEFITS
 - Great visibility thanks to the power of 1000 lumens
 - Powerbank function
 - Waterproof construction ensures you shine even during rainy rides
 - Choose the level of luminosity and shining / flashing mode
 - Mounting is easy with a durable strap
 - Two high capacity batteries are really long-living and rechargeable via USB Battery

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery:  Lithium polymer battery
2PCS 18650 - 3.7 V / 4800 mAh
IPX4

PRODUCT CODE
NF071901

Bicycle rechargeable front light with a powerbank function. Strong light with very 
high luminosity of 500 lm will show you the way in the darkest nights. Light has a 
special feature - not blinding the drivers. Strength of its course and a possibility to 
switch to flashing mode is a must.

BENEFITS
 - Crazy visibility thanks to the power of 500 lumens
 - Aluminium construction ensures longevity
 - Powerbank function
 - Choose the level of luminosity and shining / flashing mode
 - Mounting is easy with a durable strap
 - Two high capacity batteries are really long-living and rechargeable via USB Battery

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery:  Lithium polymer battery
2PCS 18650 - 3.7 V / 2400 mAh
IPX4

PRODUCT CODE
NF072001

POWERFUL FRONT LIGHT 1000 LM WITH POWERBANK FUNCTION

POWERFUL FRONT LIGHT 500 LM WITH POWERBANK FUNCTION

F.LIGHT 65

F.LIGHT 55

1000 Lumens USB rechargeable

500 Lumens USB rechargeable

Compact front light shining bright on the road and making you well visible for the 
traffic. You can set up different levels of brightness up to 300 lumens or switch it to 
flashing mode. Thanks to its silicone holder you will attach it in the dark with your 
left hand.

BENEFITS
 - Great visibility thanks to the power of 300 lumens
 - Waterproof construction ensures you shine even during rainy rides
 - Choose the level of luminosity and shining / flashing mode
 - Mounting is easy with a durable silicone strap
 - Rechargeable via USB

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Lithium polymer battery 3.7 V / 1200 mAh
Weight: 62 g, IPX5

PRODUCT CODE
NF070201

WIDE BEAM RECHARGEABLE FRONT LIGHT 300 LM
F.LIGHT 50

300 Lumens USB rechargeable
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This recharcheable front light combines an elegant design with durability thanks to 
its aluminium body. Its cone of light has a special feature - not blinding the drivers 
going in the opposite. 

BENEFITS
 - Certified with German StVZO standard
 - Great visibility thanks to the power of 90 lumens
 - Aluminium construction ensures longevity
 - Choose the level of luminosity
 - Rechargeable via USB

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Lithium polymer 
battery 3.7 V / 1500 mAh
Size: 8.2 x 3.5 x 6 cm, IPX5

PRODUCT CODE
NF070601

FRONT RECHARGEABLE STVZO CERTIFIED LIGHT 90 LM
F.LIGHT 30

StVZO certified 90 Lumens USB rechargeable

Compact rechargeable front light keeps you safe every night out. Strength of its 
course and a possibility to switch to flashing mode is a must. Adjustable with a 
practical silicone band.

BENEFITS
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 50 lumens
 - Aluminium construction ensures longevity
 - Choose the level of luminosity and shining / flashing mode
 - Montage is easy with a durable silicone strap
 - Rechargeable via USB

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Lithium polymer battery 3.7 V / 300 mAh
Size: 2.6 x 5.5 x 5.0 cm, IPX5

PRODUCT CODE
NF070701

SMALL FRONT RECHARGEABLE LIGHT 50 LM
F.LIGHT 20

50 Lumens USB rechargeable

German StVZO certificated front light uses four AAA batteries to produce light with a 
power of 100 lumens. Thanks to its special cone of light it won’t distract drivers in the 
opposite direction. Switch between two levels of luminosity.

BENEFITS
 - Certified with German StVZO standard
 - Great visibility thanks to the power of 100 lumens
 - Choose the level of luminosity
 - Montage is easy with a durable silicone strap
 - Works with 4 AAA batteries included in the package

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: 4x AAA / PCS
Size: 6.5 x 3.0 x 7.0 cm, IPX4

PRODUCT CODE
NF071101

FRONT BATTERY LIGHT WITH STVZO CERTIFICATE 100 LM
F.LIGHT 10

StVZO certified 100 Lumens 4x AAA batteries
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You just can’t be unseen with this compact rear light with German StVZO certificate. 
Choose of a few modes of flashing or shining and mount it in a jiffy with its silicone 
strap.

BENEFITS
 - Choose the level of luminosity
 - Montage is easy with a durable silicone strap
 - Rechargeable via USB

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Lithium polymer 
battery 3.7 V / 240 mAh
Size: 5.5 x 3.0 x 6.0 cm, IPX5

PRODUCT CODE
NF070801

R.LIGHT 30
REAR RECHARGEABLE STVZO CERTIFIED LIGHT 6 LM

StVZO certified 6 Lumens USB rechargeable

The icon of bicycle backlights has a minimalistic square shape. It shines so brightly 
that the driver behind you may mistake you with a landing Cessna. It has a motion 
sensor built-in which starts flashing the light when you suddenly start slowing down. 
Wow! 

BENEFITS
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 70 lumens
 - Aluminium construction ensures longevity
 - Choose the shining / flashing mode
 - Montage is easy with a durable silicone strap
 - Rechargeable via USB

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Lithium polymer battery 3.7 V / 500 mAh
Weight: 34 g, IPX 5

PRODUCT CODE
NF070301

POWERFUL RECHARGEABLE REAR LIGHT 60 LM WITH MOTION SENSOR
R.LIGHT 70

60 Lumens USB rechargeable

Don’t be fooled by this rear light’s compact size. It has a shining power of 50 lumens 
visible for a few hundred meters. Struggling to gind the on/off button? It’s just in the 
middle of the light.

BENEFITS
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 50 lumens
 - Choose the level of luminosity and shining / flashing mode
 - Montage is easy with a durable silicone strap
 - Rechargeable via USB

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Lithium polymer battery 3.7 V / 240 mAh
Weight: 24 g, IPX5

PRODUCT CODE
NF070401

REAR RECHARGEABLE LIGHT 20 LM
R.LIGHT 50

20 Lumens USB rechargeable
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This German StVZO certified rear light uses two AAA batteries to produce the light 
that can’t be unseen. You can also switch between two levels of luminosity. 

BENEFITS
 - Certified with German StVZO standard
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 6 lumens
 - Choose the level of luminosity
 - Montage is easy with a durable silicone strap
 - Works with 2 AAA batteries included in the package

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: 2x AAA / PCS
Size: 6.5 x 3.0 x 7.0 cm, IPX4

PRODUCT CODE
NF071201

REAR BATTERY LIGHT WITH STVZO CERTIFICATE 4 LM
R.LIGHT 10

StVZO certified 4 Lumens 2x AAA batteries

Compact rechargeable light with white and red LED with silicone strap will make sure 
everyone will see you riding. Light has a nice minimalistic design. It can be fixed on 
handlebars, seatpost or by a clamp on a bag or jacket. 

BENEFITS
 - Silicon bands make it easy to mount on the bike
 - Buckle to pin on a jacket or backpack
 - The luminosity of 20 LM white LED & 6 LM red LED

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Polymer lithium battery 3.7 V / 250 mAh
Charging time: 2 hrs
Inclusive Micro-USB rechargeable cable 

PRODUCT CODE

Black NF071801 Green NF071802

Red NF071803

COMPACT RECHARGEABLE LIGHT 20/6 LM
R.LIGHT 15

Rear Carrier tail light with integrated reflector provides safety on the city streets. 
It complies with German road traffic regulations (StVZO). 2x AAA battery included. 
Suitable for 80 mm spaced mounts.

BENEFITS
 - Compatible with 80 mm spaced mounts
 - Meets German StVZO standards
 - 2x AAA batteries included

SPECIFICATIONS
1 Super Bright Red LED 6 Lumens
Function: On (10hrs)-Off
Battery: 2x AAA

PRODUCT CODE
NF071701

REAR CARRIER BATTERY TAIL LIGHT 20 LM
R.LIGHT 20

6 Lumens 2x AAA batteries 

20/6 Lumens USB rechargeable
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Don’t be fooled by this rear LED light’s compact size. It has a shining power of 20 
lumens and a decent battery time! Choose from a variety of shining modes.

BENEFITS
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 20 lumen
 - Choose the level of luminosity
 - Montage is easy with a durable silicone strap
 - Works with two CR2032 batteries included in the package

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: 2x CR2032 / PCS
Size: 4.0 x 5.7 x 2.8 cm, IPX4

PRODUCT CODE
NF071401

POWERFUL REAR BATTERY LIGHT 20 LM
R.LIGHT 05

20 Lumens 2x CR2032 
batteries 

Be sure to be seen from the front and back with this set of a strongly big shining LED 
square front & rear lights. They are USB rechargeable, so no batteries wasted.

BENEFITS
 - Great luminosity for great visibility
 - Stylish minimalistic square design
 - USB charging, no batteries needed

SPECIFICATIONS
36 chips High Bright White&Rear LED
Battery: lithium polymer battery 3.7 V / 300 mAh
Inclusive Micro-USB Cable
With low battery indicator

PRODUCT CODE
NF071601

SET OF FRONT AND REAR RECHARGEABLE LIGHTS 70/20 LM
S.LIGHT 40

70/20 Lumens USB rechargeable

Be sure to be seen from the front and back with this set of strongly shining LED front 
& rear lights. They are USB rechargeable, so no batteries wasted. 

BENEFITS
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 52 lumens in the front & 12 lumens in the 

back
 - Choose the level of luminosity and shining / flashing mode
 - Mounting is easy with durable silicone straps
 - Its LED stripe makes the battery last for a long time

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Lithium polymer battery 3.7 V / 600 mAh
Size: 3.0 x 3.5 x 10.5 cm, IPX5

PRODUCT CODE
NF070901

SET OF FRONT AND REAR RECHARGEABLE LIGHTS 52/12 LM
S.LIGHT 30

52/12 Lumens USB rechargeable
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Be sure to be seen from the front and back with this set of nicely shining LED front & 
rear lights. They are USB rechargeable, so no batteries wasted.

BENEFITS
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 20 lumens in the front & 6 lumens in the 

back
 - Choose the level of luminosity and shining / flashing mode
 - Montage is easy with durable silicone straps

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: Lithium polymer battery 3.7 V / 220 mAh
Size: 3.0 x 3.5 x 10.5 cm, IPX5

PRODUCT CODE
NF071001

COMPACT SET OF FRONT AND REAR RECHARGEABLE LIGHTS 20/6 LM
S.LIGHT 20

20/6 Lumens USB rechargeable

Very compact set of front & rear light will make sure everyone will see you riding. 
Both lights possses nice minimalistic design and up to two days of shining.

BENEFITS
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 10 lumens in the front & 2 lumens in the 

back
 - Montage is easy with durable silicone straps
 - Each light works with two CR2032 batteries included in the package

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: 2x CR2032 / PCS
Size: 3.0 x 3.5 x 10.5 cm, IPX4

PRODUCT CODE
NF071301

COMPACT SET OF FRONT AND REAR BATTERY LIGHTS 10/2 LM
S.LIGHT 10

10/2 Lumens 2x CR2032 
batteries

This compact set of silicone front & rear light will make sure everyone will see you 
riding. Both lights have a nice minimalistic design and the set comes in 4 interesting 
colour variations. 

BENEFITS
 - Decent visibility thanks to the power of 6 lumens in the front & 2 lumens in the 

back
 - Montage is easy with durable silicone straps
 - Each light works with two 2032 batteries included in the package

SPECIFICATIONS
Battery: 2x CR2032 / PCS
Size: 4.0 x 5.7 x 2.8 cm, IPX4

PRODUCT CODE

Black NF071501 Blue NF071502

Green NF071503 White NF071504

SET OF FRONT AND REAR BATTERY LIGHTS 9/2 LM
S.LIGHT 05

9/2 Lumens 2x CR2032 
batteries
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POPIS 1. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation with “Quick release” system
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allows to ride during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility
 - Suitable for dropper seatpost

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements
Plastic Quick release system, Stainless steel screws

PRODUCT CODE
RF010301

PODNÁZEV VÝROBKU
NÁZEV VÝROBKU

Wireless cyclocomputer is a fool-proof way to watch all the data of your ride in the 
real time. Montage is super easy and its functions will inform you about how hard you 
ride. And maybe that you should ride harder.

BENEFITS
 - Current and average speed. Don’t watch it for long at high speeds
 - Total distance and trip distance. Will you beat your last season this year?
 - 12 / 24 clock and trip time just to know when is the moment to take a break
 - Speed pacer and top speed. Because beating your own limits is just awesome!

PRODUCT CODE
NF040201

BICYCLE WIRELESS COMPUTER
C.COMP 8 WIRELESS

Cable cyclocomputer is a fool-proof way to watch all the data of your ride in the real 
time. Montage is super easy and its functions will inform you about how hard you 
ride. And maybe that you should ride harder.

BENEFITS
 - Current and average speed. Don’t watch it for long at high speeds
 - Total distance and trip distance. Will you beat your last season this year?
 - 12 / 24 clock and trip time just to know when is the moment to take a break
 - Speed pacer and top speed. Because beating your own limits is just awesome!

PRODUCT CODE
NF040101

BICYCLE COMPUTER
C.COMP 8 WIRED
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POPIS 1.

BENEFITS
 - Great volume of 700 ml
 - Perfect fixation with “micro velcro” straps
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allows to ride during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
RF010101

POPIS 1.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation with “micro velcro” straps
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allows to ride during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements

PRODUCT CODE
RF010201

POPIS 1. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation with “Quick release” system
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allows to ride during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility
 - Suitable for dropper seatpost

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements
Plastic Quick release system, Stainless steel screws

PRODUCT CODE
RF010301

PODNÁZEV VÝROBKU

PODNÁZEV VÝROBKU

PODNÁZEV VÝROBKU

NÁZEV VÝROBKU

NÁZEV VÝROBKU

NÁZEV VÝROBKU
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Auto-Select

Auto-Select

Auto-Select

Lightweight plastic service pump for your garage! It has an auto-select head that 
effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves – no need to change internal parts of the 
head. It inflates your road bike or MTB in a few seconds. 

BENEFITS
 - Big barrel volume for quick inflation
 - Ergonomic handle fits your hand and won’t slip
 - Auto-select head effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves

SPECIFICATIONS
Dual head for Schrader/Presta/Dunlop
Hose - length: 90 cm, Weight: 670 g, Handle: (Max. L x W) 24 x 3.7 cm

PRODUCT CODE
NF090301

SERVICE PUMP WITH PLASTIC BODY
S.PUMP 30

Lightweight plastic service pump for your garage! It has an auto-select head that 
effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves – no need to change internal parts of the 
head. It inflates your road bike or MTB in a few seconds.

BENEFITS
 - Big barrel volume for quick inflation
 - Ergonomic handle fits your hand and won’t slip
 - Thanks to a big gauge you know how much is enough
 - Auto-select head effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves

SPECIFICATIONS
Dual head for Schrader/Presta/Dunlop
Hose - length: 90 cm, Weight: 720 g, Handle: (Max. L x W) 24 x 3.7 cm

PRODUCT CODE
NF090201

SERVICE PUMP PLASTIC BODY WITH GAUGE
S.PUMP 40

This service piece is a must in any bike workshop/garage. It will save you a lot of 
energy you can burst out during your ride. Has a big handle and a nice pressure 
gauge. Auto-Select head effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves – there’s no need 
to change internal parts of the head.

BENEFITS
 - Big barrel volume for quick inflation
 - Ergonomic handle fits your hand and won’t slip
 - Thanks to a big gauge you know how much is enough
 - Auto-select head effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves

SPECIFICATIONS
Dual head for Schrader/Presta/Dunlop 
Hose - length: 94 cm, Weight: 1170 g, Handle: (Max. L x W) 24 x 3.7 cm

PRODUCT CODE
NF090101

SERVICE PUMP METAL BODY WITH GAUGE
S.PUMP 50
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This high volume mini pump will inflate your tire in a few seconds. It has an additional 
hose for easy manipulation and can be easily mounted on your bike so you don’t 
have to carry it in your jersey/backpack. 

BENEFITS
 - Big barrel volume for quick inflation
 - Thanks to a big gauge you know how much is enough
 - Universal head effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Plastic, Max. Pressure: 100 psi / 7 bar Ergonomic handle Weight: 188 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF090601

M.PUMP 50
PLASTIC LIGHTWEIGHT MINIPUMP WITH GAUGE

This little alloy body pump can save your day on the road or in the middle of the 
woods. With its extra-wide dual-piston, you’ll inflate Presta, Dunlop & Schrader with 
ease. Also easily mountable on your bike.

BENEFITS
 - Big barrel volume and double piston for a double quick inflation
 - Lightweight alloy body made on CNC
 - Inflate easier with an extendable hose
 - Effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: aluminium,
Max. Pressure: 100 psi / 7 bar Ergonomic T-Lock handle, Weight: 128.5 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF090501

ALLOY CNC MINIPUMP
M.PUMP 70

ALLOY CNC MINIPUMP WITH CO2 INFLATOR

If something is CNC-made, you can tell it’s something extra. This alloy body mini 
pump with telescopic piston inflates faster than lightning. Want an even faster 
repair? Use an emergency CO2 inflator!

BENEFITS
 - Precise CNC construction
 - Telescopic piston increases the inflation volume
 - Emergency CO2 inflator for extra fast repairs
 - Auto-select head effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 177 mm
Included in delivery: 1 x 16g threaded CO2 cartridge 
Material: aluminium, Inflates up to 120 psi / 8 bar

PRODUCT CODE
NF090401

M.PUMP 90
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POPIS 1. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation with “Quick release” system
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allows to ride during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility
 - Suitable for dropper seatpost

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements
Plastic Quick release system, Stainless steel screws

PRODUCT CODE
RF010301

PODNÁZEV VÝROBKU
NÁZEV VÝROBKU

An ergonomic minipump that won’t hold you down on any trip. Simple using, 
packability, and high volume are among those reason this little lady shouldn’t be 
missing in your bag. 

BENEFITS
 - Small body but quick inflation
 - Thanks to its size it is perfectly packable
 - Universal head effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Plastic, Length: 240 mm
Max Pressure: 80 psi / 5 bar, Weight: 125 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF090801

PLASTIC LIGHTWEIGHT MINIPUMP
M.PUMP 10

This high volume mini pump will inflate your tire in a few seconds. It has an additional 
hose for easy manipulation and can be easily mounted on your bike so you don’t 
have to carry it in your jersey/backpack.

BENEFITS
 - Big body volume for quick inflation
 - Easily mountable on your bike
 - Universal head effortlessly fits Presta or Schrader valves

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Plastic
Max. Pressure: 100 psi / 7 bar, Ergonomic handle, Weight: 148 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF090701

PLASTIC LIGHTWEIGHT MINIPUMP
M.PUMP 30
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If you’re watching every gram, this super light and stiff carbon fibre bottle cage 
is the thing. It holds your favourite drink in place during fast turns, doubles and 
even bigger jumps.

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of one carbon piece
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Doesn’t add much weight

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Full carbon UD matt finish
Weight: 24 g

PRODUCT CODE
SF030201

With this right side loading bottle cage you’ll have your electrolytes ready every 
time you need them. The bottle is well fixed in the cage so you won’t leave it in the 
woods against your will plus side pulling of the bottle is just more comfortable.

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of quality nylon
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Fits even smaller frames

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Nylon, Mounting with 2 stainless steel bolts
Weight: 38 g

PRODUCT CODE

Black-Grey SF030101 Red-Black SF030102

Purple-Black SF030103

COMPOSITE CARBON BOTTLE CAGE

NYLON COMPOSITE SIDE BOTTLE CAGE

B.CAGE 70

B.CAGE 50 R

With this left side loading bottle cage you’ll have your electrolytes ready every 
time you need them. The bottle is well fixed in the cage so you won’t leave it in the 
woods against your will plus side pulling of the bottle is just more comfortable. 

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of quality nylon
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Fits even smaller frames

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Nylon, Mounting with 2 stainless steel bolts
Weight: 38 g

PRODUCT CODE
SF030301

NYLON COMPOSITE SIDE BOTTLE CAGE
B.CAGE 50 L
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If you’re watching every gram, this super light and stiff carbon fibre bottle cage is 
the thing. It holds your favourite drink in place during fast turns, doubles and even 
bigger jumps.

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of one carbon piece
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Doesn’t add much weight

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Full carbon UD matt finish
Weight: 24 g

PRODUCT CODE
RF030201

With this right side loading bottle cage you’ll have your electrolytes ready every time 
you need them. The bottle is well fixed in the cage so you won’t leave it in the woods 
against your will plus side pulling of the bottle is just more comfortable.

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of quality nylon
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Fits even smaller frames

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Nylon, Mounting with 2 stainless steel bolts
Weight: 38 g

PRODUCT CODE

Black-Grey RF030101 Blue-Black RF030102

Green-Black RF030103

COMPOSITE CARBON BOTTLE CAGE

NYLON COMPOSITE SIDE BOTTLE CAGE

B.CAGE 70

B.CAGE 50 R

With this left side loading bottle cage you’ll have your electrolytes ready every time 
you need them. The bottle is well fixed in the cage so you won’t leave it in the woods 
against your will plus side pulling of the bottle is just more comfortable. 

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of quality nylon
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Fits even smaller frames

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Nylon, Mounting with 2 stainless steel bolts
Weight: 38 g

PRODUCT CODE
RF030301

NYLON COMPOSITE SIDE BOTTLE CAGE
B.CAGE 50 L
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With this right side loading bottle cage you’ll have your electrolytes ready every time 
you need them. The bottle is well fixed in the cage so you won’t leave it in the woods 
against your will plus side pulling of the bottle is just more comfortable.

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of quality nylon
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Fits even smaller frames

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Nylon, Mounting with 2 stainless steel bolts
Weight: 38 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF030101

With this left side loading bottle cage you’ll have your electrolytes ready every time 
you need them. The bottle is well fixed in the cage so you won’t leave it in the woods 
against your will plus side pulling of the bottle is just more comfortable. 

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of quality nylon
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Fits even smaller frames

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Nylon, Mounting with 2 stainless steel bolts
Weight: 38 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF030301

NYLON COMPOSITE SIDE BOTTLE CAGE

NYLON COMPOSITE SIDE BOTTLE CAGE

B.CAGE 50 R

B.CAGE 50 L

Kids often forget to drink. With this bottle cage with handlebar or frame mount 
your kid will have better access to their juice when thirsty, even during the ride. Fits 
smaller size of bottles.

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your kid’s favourite bottle
 - Made of quality aluminium
 - Easy taking out and putting in

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Aluminium, Nylon Ø 22 mm - 31.8 mm 
2 stainless steel bolts, Weight: 79 g

PRODUCT CODE
NF030501

ALLOY CHILDREN SIDE BOTTLE CAGE
B.CAGE 10 KID
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Unbreakable bottle cage for hard-riding people who don’t care about a little crash. 
Reinforced with a solid nylon fiberglass, this boy can handle some rough treating, still 
holding the bottle tight.

BENEFITS
 - Won’t scratch your favourite bottle
 - Made of quality nylon
 - Easy taking out and putting in
 - Doesn’t add much weight

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Nylon
 Mounting with 2 stainless steel bolts, Weight: 34 g

PRODUCT CODE

Black-Grey NF030601 Red-Black NF030602

Green-Black NF030603 Purple-Black NF030604

NYLON COMPOSITE BOTTLE CAGE
B.CAGE 40
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This bottle is wide enough for fast filling & adding your sports drinks and 
energetic powders. It also has a wide high flow valve which makes drinking easier 
and faster. Made of durable BPA, BPS, and BPF-free plastic that is kinda soft – easy 
to squeeze the last drop.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 600 ml for shorter rides
 - Fits perfectly to a whole range of baskets
 - Extra wide neck and valve for easy drinking
 - Special internal coating makes it easy to clean

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from BPA-free plastic, Weight: 68 g, Volume: 600 ml
Wide cap with rubber mouthpiece

PRODUCT CODE

Transparent-Black SF100301 Grey-Purple SF100302

This bottle is wide enough for fast filling & adding your sports drinks and 
energetic powders. It also has a wide high flow valve which makes drinking easier 
and faster. Made of durable BPA, BPS, and BPF-free plastic that is kinda soft – easy 
to squeeze the last drop.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 750 ml for longer rides
 - Fits perfectly to a whole range of baskets
 - Extra wide neck and valve for easy drinking
 - Special internal coating makes it easy to clean

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from BPA-free plastic, Weight: 82 g, Volume: 750 ml
Wide cap with rubber mouthpiece

PRODUCT CODE

Transparent-Black SF100401 Grey-Purple SF100402

Charging childrens bottle with a specially designed shape, the volume of 400 ml,  
an extra-wide neck and big valve for easy drinking. Easily squeezable for really 
small kids. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 400 ml for shorter rides
 - Made without BPA, BPS and BPF
 - Extra wide neck and valve for easy drinking
 - Special internal coating makes it easy to clean

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from BPA-free plastic, Weight: 82 g, Volume: 750 ml
Wide cap with rubber mouthpiece

PRODUCT CODE

Transparent-Red SF100501 Transparent-Purple SF100502

BICYCLE BOTTLE 600 ml

BICYCLE BOTTLE 750 ml

CHILDREN BICYCLE BOTTLE 400 ml

BIG.VALVE.BOTTLE 600

BIG.VALVE.BOTTLE 750

F.L.Y. BOTTLE 400
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This bottle is wide enough for fast filling & adding your sports drinks and energy 
powders. It also has a wide high flow valve which makes drinking easier and faster. 
Made of durable BPA, BPS, and BPF-free plastic that is kinda soft – easy to squeeze 
the last drop.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 600 ml for shorter rides
 - Fits perfectly to a whole range of baskets
 - Extra wide neck and valve for easy drinking
 - Special internal coating makes it easy to clean

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from BPA-free plastic, Weight: 68 g, Volume: 600 ml
Wide cap with rubber mouthpiece

PRODUCT CODE

Transparent-Black RF100301

This bottle is wide enough for fast filling & adding your sports drinks and energy 
powders. It also has a wide high flow valve which makes drinking easier and faster. 
Made of durable BPA, BPS, and BPF-free plastic that is kinda soft – easy to squeeze 
the last drop.

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 750 ml for longer rides
 - Fits perfectly to a whole range of baskets
 - Extra wide neck and valve for easy drinking
 - Special internal coating makes it easy to clean

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from BPA-free plastic, Weight: 82 g, Volume: 750 ml
Wide cap with rubber mouthpiece

PRODUCT CODE

Transparent-Black RF100401

Charging childrens bottle with a specially designed shape, the volume of 400 ml,  
an extra-wide neck and a big valve for easy drinking. Easily squeezable for really 
small kids. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 400 ml for shorter rides
 - Made without BPA, BPS and BPF
 - Extra wide neck and valve for easy drinking
 - Special internal coating makes it easy to clean

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from BPA-free plastic, Weight: 60 g, Volume: 400 ml
Wide cap with rubber mouthpiece

PRODUCT CODE

Transparent-Green RF100501 Transparent-Purple RF100502

BICYCLE BOTTLE 600 ml

BICYCLE BOTTLE 750 ml

CHILDREN BICYCLE BOTTLE 400 ml

BIG.VALVE.BOTTLE 600

BIG.VALVE.BOTTLE 750

F.L.Y. BOTTLE 400





Spiral lock is just a genius invention. It’s long and perfectly foldable. This new 
generation of SK.LOCK contains an extra cut on the key against unhooking the lock 
or LED light for night shifters. Everything is covered in matte silicon rubber so this 
piece won’t scratch a thing.

BENEFITS
 - Extra cut on the key against unhooking
 - LED light on the key for unlocking at night
 - Silicon rubber covered against scratches

SPECIFICATIONS
No. of Keys: 2, one from which is with LED diode

SK.LOCK 10.120
Thicknes 10 mm, Length 120 cm, Weight: 320 g
Inner Steel Diameter: 4.5 mm, Rubber coating

Security level 

CABLE KEY SPIRAL LOCK WITH BRACKET
SK.LOCK 10.120, 10.180, 12.150, 15.120

Steel classic for the most dangerous hoods of the most treacherous cities. A thief 
without a grinder won’t stand a chance.  

BENEFITS
 - 18 mm thick (the highest level of protection)
 - Most complicated cuts on the key

SPECIFICATIONS
Size: 170 x 320 mm, Weight: 1385 g
Inner Steel Diameter: 15 mm, No. of Keys: 2

PRODUCT CODE
NF081201

This invention will be definitely loved by every commuter. Finally a some lock with 
high level of protection that doesn’t weigh like 10 pounds! Fold it, pack it to your bag 
and go. Unlocking is a piece of cake with a practical light on the key.

BENEFITS
 - Folding lock is a practical thing
 - Made of safety steel (the highest level of protection)
 - LED light on the key for unlocking at night

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 850 mm, Weight: 860 g
Inner Steel Diameter: 3,5 mm, No. of Keys: 2

PRODUCT CODE
NF081301

U-LOCK KEY TYPE

FOLDING KEY LOCK

U.LOCK 18.34

F.LOCK 20.85

Security level 

Security level 
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A spiral lock is just a genius invention. It’s long and perfectly foldable. Your bike is 
protected with resettable 4-digit code (just don’t you dare forget it!). Everything is 
covered in matte silicon rubber so this piece won’t scratch a thing.

BENEFITS
 - 10 mm thick (middle level of protection)
 - 4-digit code only you know
 - Silicon rubber covered against scratches

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 120 cm, Weight: 365 g, Inner Steel Diameter: 5,6 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF080601

Inventing something new on a bike lock is a tough one, but guess what! We did it 
here! Apart from the 5-digit resetable code it contains a practical light for night 
shifters.

BENEFITS
 - 15 mm thick (high level of protection)
 - Resettable 4-digit code only you know
 - LED light on the key for unlocking at night
 - Silicon rubber covered against scratches

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 80 cm, Weight: 380 g, Inner Steel Diameter: 5,6 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF080701

CABLE SPIRAL 4 DIGITS COMBINATION LOCK

CABLE 4 DIGITS COMBINATION LOCK WITH BACKLIGHT

CL.LOCK 10.120

CL.LOCK 15.80

Security level 

Security level 

SK.LOCK 10.180
Thicknes 10 mm, Length 180 cm, Weight: 430 g
Inner Steel Diameter: 4.5 mm, Rubber coating.

Security level 

SK.LOCK 12.150
Thicknes 12 mm, Length 150 cm, Weight: 390 g
Inner Steel Diameter: 5.6 mm, Rubber coating.

Security level 

SK.LOCK 15.120
Thicknes 15 mm, Length 120 cm, Weight: 390 g,
Inner Steel Diameter: 7 mm, Rubber coating.

Security level 

PRODUCT CODE

SK.LOCK 10.120 NF080101 SK.LOCK 10.180 NF080201

SK.LOCK 12.150 NF080301 SK.LOCK 15.120 NF080401
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Lock in style! This chain lock with textile fabric coating will take care of your single-
tracked commuter twice – protect the paint and the bike itself.

BENEFITS
 - 6 mm thick chain (high level of protection)
 - LED light on the key for unlocking at night
 - Textile fabric covered against scratches

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 90 cm, Weight: 780 g, Shackle diameter: 6 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF080901

KEY CHAIN LOCK
KCH.LOCK 6.90

Security level 

Spiral lock is just a genius invention. It’s long and perfectly foldable. Your bike is 
protected with 4-digit code (just don’t you dare forget it!). Everything is covered in 
matte silicon rubber so this piece won’t scratch a thing.

BENEFITS
 - 8 mm thick (middle level of protection)
 - 4-digit code only you know
 - Silicon rubber covered against scratches

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 100 cm, Weight: 150 g, Inner Steel Diameter: 3,8 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF080501

CABLE SPIRAL 4 DIGITS COMBINATION LOCK
CL.LOCK 8.100

Security level 

Why try to invent the wheel again? To bring some creativity here, we went wild with 
the colors of this classic piece. 

BENEFITS
 - 12 mm thick (middle level of protection)
 - A lot of colours available
 - Silicon rubber covered against scratches

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 65 cm, Weight: 200 g, Inner Steel Diameter: 4,5 mm

PRODUCT CODE

Black NF080801 Green NF080802

Blue NF080803 Red NF080804

CABLE KEY LOCK
CK.LOCK 12.65

Security level 
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Lock in style! This chain lock with textile fabric coating will take care of your single-
tracked commuter twice – protect the paint and the bike itself. Thanks to 5-digit code 
there’s no need to carry a key around. 

BENEFITS
 - 6 mm thick chain (high level of protection)
 - Resettable 5 digit code only you know
 - Textile fabric-covered against scratches

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 90 cm, Weight: 740 g, Shackle Diameter: 6 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF081101

COMBINATION CHAIN LOCK 5 DIGITS
CCH.LOCK 6.90

Security level 

Lock in style! This chain lock with textile fabric coating will take care of your single-
tracked commuter twice – protect the paint and the bike itself. Thanks to 4-digit code 
there’s no need to carry a key around.

BENEFITS
 - 6 mm thick chain (high level of protection)
 - 4 digit code only you know
 - Textile fabric-covered against scratches

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 90 cm, Weight: 375 g, Shackle diameter: 4 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF081001

COMBINATION CHAIN LOCK 4 DIGITS
CCH.LOCK 4.90

Security level 
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Hex 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

Star Shape T25

Philips PH2

Flat

The less the better. With this smallest folding multitool in our range you’ll tighten 
every screw necessary and won’t carry a single gram of extra weight. Thanks to its 
size it fits everywhere.

BENEFITS
 - Very thin 9-function multitool
 - Folding flat for reduced dimensions
 - Contains Hex 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm for cranks
 - Also T25 star / PH2 cross / flat screwdriver

SPECIFICATIONS
Chromium-Vanadium steel, Sealed joints 

PRODUCT CODE
NF020101

When riding on trails, you need something thicker. This 12-function multitool with 
nylon composite body fits in the palm of every true trail hunter, fixing everything 
with its long bits, even a torn chain.

BENEFITS
 - Must-have 12-function multitool for every trail hunter
 - Robust body with long bits for comfortable use
 - Contains Hex 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm for cranks
 - Also T25 star / PH2 cross / flat screwdriver
 - Chain tool and tyre lever

SPECIFICATIONS
Chromium-Vanadium steel, Sealed joints

PRODUCT CODE
NF020301

FOLDING TOOL

FOLDING TOOL

S.TOOL 8

R.TOOL 12

Hex 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

Star Shape T25

Philips PZ2

Flat

Hex 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

Star Shape T25

Philips PH2

Flat

Unbeatably thin “sixteen” for both racers and commuters comfortably fits in the back 
of your jersey or bike bag. Contains a classic set of tools plus spoke wrench and bottle 
opener. Which one will you use more?

BENEFITS
 - Very thin 16 function multitool
 - Long alloy bits for comfortable use
 - Contains Hex 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm for cranks
 - Also T25 star / PH2 cross / flat screwdriver
 - Chain tool, tyre lever, spoke wrench & bottle opener

SPECIFICATIONS
Chromium-Vanadium steel, Sealed joints

PRODUCT CODE
NF020401

FOLDING TOOL
S.TOOL 16
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Hex 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

This set will star in every garage but fits in your standard bike bag to give you a hand 
on a trip around.

BENEFITS
 - Must-have multitool for every trail hunter
 - Robust body with long bits for comfortable use
 - Contains Hex 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm for cranks
 - Also T25 star / PH2 cross / flat screwdriver
 - Extra chann tool and tyre lever

SPECIFICATIONS
Chromium-Vanadium steel

PRODUCT CODE
NF020501

You can rock these levers every day. They are robust and made of very durable nylon, 
almost unbreakable. We just hope you won’t need them that often. 

BENEFITS
 - Tyre levers for “those moments”
 - Unbreakable nylon never breaks
 - Last pair of levers you buy in your life

SPECIFICATIONS
Nylon plastic material

PRODUCT CODE
NF020601

HEX TOOLS

TIRE LEVER

HEX.TOOL 7

LEVER.TOOL

When riding in certain terrain, you need something thicker. This 10-function 
multitool with nylon composite body fits in the palm of every true MTB rider, fixing 
everything with its long bits.

BENEFITS
 - All-around 10-function multitool
 - Long bits for comfortable use
 - Contains Hex 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm for cranks
 - Also T25 star / PH2 cross / flat screwdriver

SPECIFICATIONS
Chromium-Vanadium steel, Sealed joints

PRODUCT CODE
NF020201

FOLDING TOOL
R.TOOL 10

Hex 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 mm

Star Shape T25

Philips PH2

Flat
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No more leaning against the wall and paint scratches. With this rear stay K.STAND R 
your bike won’t have to experience these issues no more.

BENEFITS
 - Rear stay mounting
 - Adjustable leg with push button for every bike
 - Fits 26-29” wheels

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Aluminium, Nylon

PRODUCT CODE
NF060101

This stiff stand for heavier bikes is mounted directly on the special frame spot.  
It will hold your bike standing still even with traveller bags or  a basket full of groceries. 

BENEFITS
 - Direct mount stand wth 40 mm holes span
 - Adjustable leg with push button for every bike
 - Fits 26-29” wheels

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Aluminium, Nylon

PRODUCT CODE
NF060301

REAR KICKSTAND

DIRECT MOUNT KICKSTAND

K.STAND R

DM.STAND 40

This stiff stand for heavier bikes is mounted directly on the special frame spot.  
Will hold your bike standing still even with traveller bags or a basket full of groceries.

BENEFITS
 - Direct mount stand wth 18 mm holes span
 - Adjustable leg with push button for every bike
 - Fits 26-29” wheels

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Aluminium, Nylon

PRODUCT CODE
NF060501

DIRECT MOUNT KICKSTAND
DM.STAND 18
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A kid-size stand will teach your child not to dump their bike wherever they fancy.  
The bike will remain clean and unscratched.

BENEFITS
 - Simple bike stand for kids
 - Adjustable leg with push button for every bike
 - Fits 16-20” wheels

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Aluminium, Nylon

PRODUCT CODE
NF060401

POPIS 1. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation with “Quick release” system
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allow riding during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility
 - Suitable for dropper seatpost

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements
Plastic Quick release system, Stainless steel screws

PRODUCT CODE
NF010301

CHILDREN MIDDLE KICKSTAND

PODNÁZEV VÝROBKU

JR.STAND

NÁZEV VÝROBKU

Decent stability of your bike resting on all surfaces can be ensured with a mid-brace 
stand only.

BENEFITS
 - Mid-brace brace mounting
 - Adjustable leg with push button for every bike
 - Fits 26-29” wheels

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Aluminium, Nylon

PRODUCT CODE
NF060201

MIDDLE KICKSTAND
MID.STAND
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Optimal combination of ergonomic comfort and MTB performance with microtexture 
design for slip-less finger grip. A semi-ergonomic element offers special support for  
a palm. However, this element is small enough to allow the free movement of your 
hand when handling the bike up and down a difficult trail. Fits on all common 
handlebars.

BENEFITS
 - Microtexture design for better grip
 - Ergonomic support for your palms
 - Allows free movement of your hands

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Silicone / Rubber / Gel
Construction: Triple Density, Microtech Texture, One Side Ring, Aluminum
Spec. ø 22.4 mm 131.6 / 131.6 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF160101

Ergonomic shape palm platform supports cyclist`s hands, therefore allows the biker 
to ride long distances. Microtexture design ensures a slip-less finger grip. Suitable for 
semi and up-straight position on the bike – mainly for City and Trekking cyclists. Fits 
on all common handlebars.

BENEFITS
 - Microtexture design for better grip
 - Ergonomic support for your palms
 - Allows free movement of your hands

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Silicone / Rubber / Gel
Construction: Triple Density, Microtech Texture, One Side Ring, Aluminum
Spec. ø 22.4 mm 136 / 136 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF160201

The ergonomic shape of micro-texture grips with bar-end supports cyclist`s hands, 
therefore allows the biker to ride long distances. The rider can change the position  
of hands during an all-day ride. 
Grips with bar-ends are mostly for Cross and Trekking/Touring riders. Bar-ends allow 
to push harder into the pedals during steep climbs and squeeze the maximum out of 
riders’ energy. Fits on all common handlebars. 

BENEFITS
 - Microtexture design for better grip
 - Multi-ergonomic shape with plenty of support for your hands
 - Allows many holding positions

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Rubber / Gel
Construction: Double Density, Microtech Texture, One Side Ring, Aluminum
Spec. ø 22.4 mm 140 / 140 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF160301

GRIP WITH MICROTEXTURE DESIGN

GRIP WITH PALM SUPPORT AND MICROTEXTURE DESIGN

GRIP WITH BAR-ENDS AND MICROTEXTURE DESIGN

COMFORT GRIP 10

COMFORT GRIP 20

COMFORT GRIP 30
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POPIS 1. 

BENEFITS
 - Volume of 500 ml for everything necessesary
 - Perfect fixation with “Quick release” system
 - Water resistant construction and zippers allows to ride during rainy days
 - Reflective elements for better visibility
 - Suitable for dropper seatpost

SPECIFICATIONS
Made from Tarpauline, YKK Zippers, 3M reflective elements
Plastic Quick release system, Stainless steel screws

PRODUCT CODE
RF010301

PODNÁZEV VÝROBKU
NÁZEV VÝROBKU

Racing grip with an ergonomic texture that can handle each advantage or challenge. 
Anodized fixing lock-on rings hold the grip in the right position. The double density  
of the material provides comfort and durability. Fits on all common handlebars.

BENEFITS
 - Ergo-race texture for slipless handling in any condition – dry, wet or mud
 - Durable rubber compound keeps you comfortable even on day-long riding
 - Lightweight alloy lock rings keep the grip tight on the handlebar and provide an 

easy mount and disassemble

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Silicone/Rubber
Construction: Double Density, One Side Ring, Aluminum
Spec. ø 22.4 mm 138.8 / 138.8 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF160401

RACE GRIP WITH ANODIZED LOCK-ON 
RACE GRIP 30
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An anatomically designed saddle with ErgoFoam technology and equipped with 
a ventilation channel that reduces pressure in the perineal area while improving 
respiration. These features ensure comfort and relief even after prolonged use. 
Side protection ensures longer durability. The scale on the rail for precise adjustment.

BENEFITS
 - The anatomic design makes your butt feel like you’re sitting on a cloud
 - ErgoFoam and ventilation channel lower the pressure
 - The scale on the rail for precise adjustment

SPECIFICATIONS
Double Density - Fill Gel Padding / High Density
Rail: Chromoly - Steel, Zone Cut, V-Form
Weight 336g, Size: 270 x 160 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF170101

An anatomically designed saddle with ErgoFoam technology and equipped with 
a ventilation channel that reduces pressure in the perineal area while improving 
respiration. These features ensure comfort and relief even after prolonged use. 
Side protection ensures longer durability. The scale on the rail for precise adjustment.

BENEFITS
 - The anatomic design makes your butt feel like you’re sitting on a cloud
 - ErgoFoam and ventilation channel lower the pressure
 - The scale on the rail for precise adjustment

SPECIFICATIONS
Double Density - Fill Gel Padding / High Density
Rail: Chromoly - Steel, Zone Cut, V-Form
Weight: 438 g, Size: 280 x 177 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF170201

An anatomically designed saddle with ErgoFoam technology and equipped with 
a ventilation channel that reduces pressure in the perineal area while improving 
respiration. These features ensure comfort and relief even after prolonged use. 
Side protection ensures longer durability. The scale on the rail for precise adjustment. 

BENEFITS
 - The anatomic design makes your butt feel like you’re sitting on a cloud
 - ErgoFoam and ventilation channel lower the pressure
 - The scale on the rail for precise adjustment

SPECIFICATIONS
Double Density -Fill Gel Padding / High Density
Rail: Chromoly - Steel, Zone Cut, V-Form
Weight: 468g, Size: 262 x 199 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF170301

COMFORT ErgoFoam SADDLE

COMFORT ErgoFoam SADDLE

COMFORT ErgoFoam SADDLE

COMFORT SADDLE 10

COMFORT SADDLE 20

COMFORT SADDLE 30
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Flat platform plastic pedal with a durable ball-bearing axle. Body made of 
thermoplastic which is light and still strong enough for MTB or Dirt bike riding. 
Narrow plastic pins are grippy enough for any shoe. The slim profile is designed to 
lower your center of gravity and improve stability.

BENEFITS
 - Thermoplastic construction is light and durable
 - Narrow pins hold your shoe in place
 - Slim profile lowers the center of gravity

SPECIFICATIONS
Bearing: Ball Bearing
Weight: 300 g / pair, Size: 111 x 86 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF180101

MTB plastic pedal with a durable ball-bearing axle. Body made of thermoplastic 
which is light and still strong enough for MTB riding. Narrow plastic pins are grippy 
and table support offers grip whether you shred rocks, roots or mud.

BENEFITS
 - Thermoplastic construction is light and durable
 - Narrow pins hold your shoe in place
 - Slim profile lowers the center of gravity

SPECIFICATIONS
Bearing: Ball Bearing
Weight: 318 g / pair, Size: 110x82mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF180201

Urban pedal for stylish city bikes and modern e-bikes which is sporty, good-looking, 
and suitable for daily use. The flat one-piece body ensures safety grip on all shoes 
even in wet conditions. Pedal axle with durable ball bearings for longlasting use. 

BENEFITS
 - Robust construction is great for everyday riding
 - Stylish pedals for city bikes & e-bikes
 - Great grip in all conditions

SPECIFICATIONS
Bearing: ZU Bearing
Weight: 232 g / pair, Size: 110 x 85 mm

PRODUCT CODE
NF180301

FLAT PLATFORM PLASTIC PEDAL

MTB PLASTIC PEDAL

URBAN PLASTIC PEDAL 

PLATFORM 10

MTB PEDAL 10

CITY PEDAL 10
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Internal cable routing stem for Superior X-ROAD bikes. By utilizing special stem with 
headset system, the cables can go full stealth all the way from handlebar to stem and 
into the bike frame head tube. Available in 3 extensions – 80/90/100 mm.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: 3D FORGED
Extension: 80/90/100 mm
Bar Bore: 31,8 mm
Steerer: 28,6 mm
Angle: -7 degrees
Weight: 216 g (size 80 mm)

PRODUCT CODE

RACE.INT 80 MM NF200101

RACE.INT 90 MM NF200102

RACE.INT 100 MM NF200103

INTERNAL CABLE ROUTING STEM
RACE.INT 80/90/100 MM
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